


711 f' AIR\' TALE AS MVTH 

film.,�•ak�tJ<'lllu.u::h:.Af�gw.o�way of viewing.f8iry tales, and that��s revolutionary technical means capitalizcd.on..Amer
ican imwcJau:t.: and JHopiauism to reinforce the social and 
political status quo. flis radicalism was of the right and the 
righreous:-The great "magic" of the Disney spell is that he 
animated the fairy tale only to transfix audiences and divert 
their potential utopian dreams and hopes through the false 
promises of the images he cast upon the screen. But before 
we come to a full understanding of this magical spell, we 
must try to understand what he did to the fairy tale that 
was so re�<t>hrtimrary and why he did it. 

In order to grasp the major impact of film technology on 
the fairy tale and to evaluate Disney's role during the pi
oneer period of £airy-tale animation, it is first necessary. to 
summarize the crucial functions that the lit�airy tale 
as institution had devclop@d in mirlgle-dass society by the 
end of the nineteenth century: 

-1. It introduced notions of eli� and separatism through aselect canon of tales geared to children who knew how to read. 2. Though it was also told, the fact that. the £airy tale was
/printed andi!J a hook w;th ricnu:ei gaue it mgi:e l�cy and enduring value tbao <tn oral tal_e which disappeared soon after it was told. 3. It was often read by a paren,t in a nurse[}!, sgiool, or bedroom to soothe a child's anxieties, for � fai�es for children were�c and were constructed with the closure of the hap-py end. ,. . . . , .. · , . . . .. . . , , . 4. Although the plots varied and the themes· and characterswere altered, the classical fairy tale for children and adults rein-forced the pa�iarchal symbolical order based on rigid notions of sex�nd gender. .. . . . .. . • 5. In printed..form the faicy tale was property arid • could betaken by its owner and read by its owner at his or her leisure for escape, consolation, inspiration. 6. Along with its closure and reinforcement of patriarchy, thefairy tale also served to encourage -notions of rags to riches, pullyoursel( up by your bootstraps, dreaming, miracles, and such. 
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7. There was always tens· n between t i- \ tions. The les c ntinued a d continue to ten the more conventional and classical tales because they can question, dislodge, and deconstruct the wrjtten.t!les. Moreov_fr, within the literary tradition itself, there were numerous writers such as Chari� Dickens, George MacDonald, Lewis Carroll, Oscar Wilde, and Edith Nesbit who qu.esriaoed the standardized model of wl).at a fairy tale should be. 8. It was through script that there was a full-scale debateabout what oral folk tales and liternr}'....fairy tales were and what \their re�e. By the end of the nineteenth century, the fairy tale had @'M<paaded as_ a high ru;t. foe�, ballets, dramas) and low art form (folk plays, vaudevilles, and parodi�) and a form developed classically and experimentally for children and adults. The ru:aLtales continued to be disseminated through communal gatherings of d�y were also .hroadcait �nd gathsred---!ii..lwoks by folklorists. Most important in the late nineteenth century was the rise of folklore as an institution and various schools �ry criticism that dealt wjth fairy tales and folk t,i!_les. 9. Though many fairy-tale books and collections were illustrawd and soee laviibly illu1atrated in the nmeteenth centuryThe images.,.wece vecy mu<l¼ in confocmjty with the text. The illustrators weu:...freguently. �mous and did not seem to count. Though the illustrations often enriched and deepened a tale, they \ .were more subi;:ecvieot tQ J:J?e text. 
HoWCY:er, the domination of the word in the development 

of the fair tal a enre s bout to change. The next 
great revolution in the institutionalization of the genre was 
the film, for d)e ima�es now imposed themselvewu the �xt 
and formed their own text in violation of print but also 
with the help of the print culture. And here is where Walt 
Disney .and_ other animat� enter the scene. --

By the turn of the twentieth century there had already 
been a number of talented illustrators such as Gustav Dore, 

( 

George Cmikshauk, Walter Cran� Charles Folkard, and 
Arth';!!_ Rackham w� demonstrated great ingenuity in 























8. BREAKING THE DISNEY SPELL

1. See Lewis Jacobs, "George Melies: �tifically Arranged / Scenes,'" in The Emergence of Film Art: The Evolution and Develop
ment of the Motion Picture as an Art, from 1900 to the Present, ed. Lewis Jacobs, 2nd Ed. (New York: Norton, 1979), 10-19. 

2. Ibid., 13.3. (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1982), 11.4. I am purposely using the word designer instead of animatorbecause Disney was always designing things, made designs, and had designs. A designer is someone who indicates with a distinctive mark, and Disney put his mark on everything in his studios. A designing person is often a crafty person who manages to put his schemes into effect by hook or crook. Once Disney stopped animating, he became a designer. 
5. "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction" in

Illu1:jnations, trs. Harry Zohn (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1968), 223. 6. See Leonard Mosley, Disney's World (New York: Stein andDay, 1985), 85-140. 7. Disney's Art of Animation: From Mickey Mouse to Beauty
and the Beast (New York: Hyperion, 1991), 49. 8. See The Woman Writer and the Nineteenth-Century Literary
Imagination (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1979). 9. Cf. Charles Solomon, "Bad Girls Finish First in Memory ofDisney Fans," Milwaukee Journal, TV Section (August 17, 1980): 28. This article cites the famous quote by Woody Allen in Annie Hall:"You know, even as a kid I always went for the wrong women. When my mother took me to see 'Snow White,' everyone fell in love with Snow White; I immediately fell for the Wicked Queen." 

10. See Karen Merritt, "The Little Girl/Little Mother Transformation: The American Evolution of 'Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs,' " in Storytelling in Animation: The Art of the Animated Im
age, ed. John Canemaker (Los Angeles: American Film Institute, 1988), 105-21. Merritt makes the interesting point that 
Disney'sSnowW. • isanada tation of a 1912 children's la Disney saw it as a silent movie during his a olescence) S!i muc �day, written by a male Broadway ptadUfil_under a female p�eugonym; this play was an adaptation of a play for immigrant children from the tenements of lower' East Side New York; and that play, in turn, was a translation and adaptation of a German play for children by a prolific writer of children's comedies and fairy tale drama. Behind these plays was the popularity of nineteenth and early twentieth century fairy tale pantomimes at Christmas in England and fairy tale plays in German and America. The imposition of childish behavior on the dwarves, Snow White's resulting mothering, the age ambiguities in both Snow White and the dwarves, the "Cinderella" elements, and the suppression of any form of sexuality were transmitted by that theatrical tradition, which embodied a thoroughly developed philosophy of moral education in representations for children .... By reading Disney's Snow White by the light of overt didacticism of his sources, he no longer appears the moral reactionary disdained by contemporary critics. Rather, he is the entertainer who elevates the subtext of play found in his sources and dares once again to frighten children (106). Though it may be true that Disney was more influenced by an American theatrical and film tradition, the source of all these productions, one acknowledged by Disney, was the Grimms' tale. And, as I have argued, Disney was not particularly interested in experimenting with the narrative to shock children or provide a new perspective on the traditional story. For all intents and purposes his film reinforces the didactic messages of the Grimms' tale, and it is only in the technical innovations and designs that he did something startlingly new. It is not the object of critique to "disdain" or "condemn" Disney for reappropriating the Grimms' tradition to glorify the great designer but to understand those cultural and psychological forces that led him to map out his narrative strategies in fairy-tale animation. 

111. The Disney Version (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1968),227.




